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ABSTRACT. Aline of research can be influenced by a particular cognitive and graphical representation of the phenomenon studied. An example of this is offered by
the way investments are studied in the Theory of Finance and in Financial Mathematics. The paper aims at showing that: i) a particular visual representation of an
investment has a major role in finance and financial mathematics in determining
the methodology used for appraising investments; ii) a different graphical description helps èhanging the cognitive interpretation of the phenomenon and giving rise
to an overall, systemic perspective; iii) an alleged inconsistency among three capitai budgeting criteria is removed by the systemic approach; iv) the shift in the
description of the phenomenon results in an alteration of the a priori assumptions
of the decision process; v) two different frames of the same issue are connected
with different linguistic uses of the same words, due to the shift in the cognitive
perception of the decision process.
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In scientific resea.rch pictures play an important role in more than one sense.
Sometimes their role is underrated, as in mathematics, where a prevailing scepticism is shared by researchers (see Brown (1997)), and sometimes it is not even
acknowledged. The latter case is given in the Theory of Finance and in Financial
Mathematics where academics and practitioners seem to be (or pretend to be)
l

unaware that the traditional investment decision rules are founded on a particular
way of depicting the decision process. I claim that pictures play a role in capital
budgeting: They depict a particular way of perceiving the decision process the
investor deals with. By changing picture we change the cognitive perspective and
are capable of seeing how the choice of a decision criterion can totally rest on
the cognitive and graphical framing of a phenomenon. The pictorial shift accomplished is strictly connected with a shift in the linguistic interpretation of the same
terms, and makes a long lasting conftict in the literature an idle squabble, overwhelmed by a different use of those words. 1t also makes us aware of the restrictive
a priori assumptions implicit in the classical description of the phenomenon.

l The picture
In finance, there often arises the problem of investment decisions. They are one
among many other decision processes an economie agent is involved in. The class
of these decision problems is known as capital budgeting. In capital budgeting,
the economie agent faces a decision process with a plurality of alternatives at
her disposal, called investments or projects. Sometimes the decision to invest
can be deferred and the alternative of waiting can be taken into consideration.
This work deals only with now-or-never alternatives, viz. nondeferrable investment
opportunities. The latter are evaluated assuming, implicitly or explicitly, that the
investor's goal is maximizing her own wealth. She has therefore to select the
alternative which shows the highest return. The distinctive trait of an investment
is the sequence of cash ftows arising at given dates; hence, it seems natural to
describe projects with a simple and intuitive picture of the following kind:

t ime

cash ftows
where a 8 and t 8 are real numbers describing respectively the cash ftows and the corresponding maturities (henceforth sometimes expirations ), s = O, 1,, ... , n. Negative cash ftows are called payments or expenditures, positive cash ftows are called
revenues or receipts. An example is given by choosing a 8 and t 8 ad libitum:
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t ime

cash flows
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The above investment consists of an initiai outiay of 100 and subsequent inflows
amounting to 60, 50 and 40 respectiveiy. The sum 100 is often called the capitai
invested in the project, which generates the above triad of revenues. This way of
depicting a project is evidentiy based on two informationai data: i) sign and vaiue
of the cash flows and ii) their expirations. All traditionai investment decision ruies
found in the literature are presented starting from such an outiook.

2 The classical rules
In this section two criteria for capitai budgeting are presented. They are consolidateci in the literature and wideiy used in appraising investments. They are
explained in any standard textbook (e.g. Breaiey and Myers (1988), Ross, Westerfieid an d J a.ffe (1993)) an d are taught to any undergrad ua.te or graduate student
in Business Administra.tion and in Economics.
Suppose an investor meets with the opportunity of investing in a project and
must decide whether to accept or reject the project. A widesprea.d ruie to soive
the decision probiem is based on the concept of internai rate of return (IRR) and
it is called the internal-rate-of-return ruie. The IRR is the soiution for i of the
following equation:
n

L a (1 + i)-ts =O
8

(l)

s=O

where a 8 and ts are respectiveiy the cash flows and the expirations of the project
in hand. The left-hand side function is called discounted cash flow (DCF) and the
internai rate of return is then said to be that rate x which makes the DCF zero.
The IRR is rega.rded a.s the rate of return of the project. To decide whether to
accept or not the investment, the agent must ask herself where she wouid invest
money should she decide not to undertake the project. If, for exa.mpie, the agent
currentiy invests her funds at a rate of i*, then the strategy for her is simpie:
she will inves t in the pro ject if an d oniy if x > i*. When coping with a piurality
of projects the investor shouid choose the one with the highest internai rate of
return (IRR). In case of financing projects, where the investor has the opportunity
to raise funds from different sources, the ruie is reversed and the internai rate is
3

regarded as a rate of cost. The IRR rule is (seemingly) intuitive: The investor
calculates the return (in terms of a rate) from all alternati ves t hat constitute the
decision process, compares the rates of returns and chooses the alternative which
ensures the highest return.
A different rule is the net-present-value rule. It differs from the former in that
no equation is to be solved and no rate of return is calculated. According to this
criterion one should calculate the value of the DCF function at a rate i*, known
as the opportunity cost of capitai, which represents both the rate of return and
the rate of cost of an alternative where the investor can invest money and raise
funds any time she needs to. The value so calculated is labelled the net present
vaiue (NPV). The investor should undertake the project if and only if the NPV is
positive, i.e.
n

L a (1 + i*)-ts > O.
8

(2)

s=O

Among more projects, she should choose the one with the highest NPV. 1 The
NPV is regarded as the return, in terms of cash and in present value, that the
project in hand yields compared to the alternative business whose rate of return is
the opportunity cost of capitai (the name 'opportunity cost' means that investing
in the project the investor gives up the opportunity of investing in a business at
a rate i*).
It is worth noting that the essential elements in the two rules are cash flows
and corresponding expirations, from which there descend comparisons among rates
(TRR rule) or among present values (NPV rule ).

3 Where do these rules come from?
The cognitive perception and the graphicai description shown above give rise
to the classica] rules through a way of reasoning that is worth investigating.
A loan contract is characterized by three parameters: cash flows, time and rate
of interest. For example, suppose that a t time O agent l lends the sum C 0 to agent
2, who has to refund the debt at time T. Financial mathematics provides many
ways to decide how much agent 2 must reimburse at time T. Firstly, the lender
fixes a rate of interest j to be applied in the loan contract. Secondly, an increasing
function f of T is chosen. This function is called the .financial law. The amount
Gr to be paid back to agent 1 1s

Gr= Co f(T).
1

(3)

I will not dwell on another rule, the adjusted-present-value rule (see Myers (1974), Luciano
and Peccati (1997) and any standard textbook in the References) for it is only the NPV rule
slightly modified. This fact does not invalidate my line of argument.
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Four financial laws are commonly used in financial mathematics:

(i) h(T) =(l+ j)t
(ii) h(T) = (1 + jt)
(iii) h(T)
1/(1 - jt)
(iv) j4(T) = ejt
but many others can be easily constructed. 2 h assumes t ha t interest is compounded at each period, that is to say, interest earned during a period is added to
the previous principal amo un t in or der to earn interest again. So, a t t ime l, Co
becomes C 0 + jCo = Co(l + j). The latter is reinvested for one period yielding,
at time 2, C 0 (1 + j) + jC0 (1 + j) =Co( l + j) 2 , which is in turn reinvested for one
period yielding C 0 (1 + j) 3 and so on until Gr = (1 + jV at time T. In this case
the picture describing the loan contract is

t ime

cash flows

o

T

o

o

-Co

Tf the lender selects h as a financial law for the loan contract, then the rate of
interest j used to calculate Gr is formally nothing but the internai rate of return:
. T

C0 (1 + J)

Gr
=Gr ~ -Co+ (l+ j)T =O.

When the loan is to be reimbursed with a sequence of cash flows a 8 >0, s =
I, 2, ... , n, the lender selects, in primis, the financial law and determines, in secundis, the value of a 8 . At each maturity the borrower pays back the sum a 8 ,
contractually predetermined, and his debt amount C 8 decreases according to the
chfference equation

s =l, ... ,n
which means

n

Co(l + j f

=L a (1 + jf-ts
8

s=l
2 It

(4a)

can be easily demonstrated that !1 is a particular case of j4.
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(4b)

or, alternatively,
n

-Co

"'"'

+ ~ (1 +asj)ts

= O

(4c)

s=l

(note that T is irrelevant for the solution). The cash fiows a 8 , s = l, ... , n are
selected so as to satisfy (4). Again, the rate of interest j is nothing but the internai
rate of return (as (4c) shows).
The relation between loan contracts and the IRR rule stems from the application of (4) for appraisal purposes. As we will see, the (arbitrary) adoption of (4)
for investment evaluations is unwarranted: The cash fiows a 8 are fixed and the
rate j is consequently calculated. But this fact causes the IRR to lack a univocal
meaning, if it has any: The solution of the equation can have more than one root
or even no one. Moreover, when a unique solution can be found, it is often difficult
to ascertain whether the solution is a rate of return or a rate of cost, if the cash
fiows change in sign several times.
As for the NPV rule, the hub lies in the comparison of two final amounts
disguised as present values. Suppose that our decision maker has the opportunity
to invest in a project whose cash flows are a 8 at time t 8 , s = O, l, ... , n and
that she can invest (withdraw) funds in (from) an alternative business at a rate
i* any time she needs to. Let EoE lR. be her wealth at time O. Tf she rejects
the project her wealth will be worth, at time T, Eo(l + i*)T. If she undertakes
the project, reinvesting the inflows in and withdrawing the outfiows from the
alternative business, she will have, at time T,
n

(Eo

+ ao)(l + i*f +L a

8

(1

+ i*f-ts,

s=l

so she should accept the alternative which shows the higher final value of her
wealth, i.e. the project if
n

(Eo

+ ao)(l + i*f +L as(l + i*f-ts > Eo(1 + i*f,

(5)

s=l

the alternative business otherwise; (5) and (2) are just the same, the former is
in terms of fina] values, the latter is expressed in present values. In all this, the
relation between NPV rule and loan contracts lies in the use of h as a financial
law for discounting cash flows.
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4 The false analogy between loan contracts and projects
Let us wonder what a rate of return is. In arder to give it a precise and univoca]
meaning a rate of return of a project must be a numerica] parameter which shows
how fast the capital invested in a project varies over time. It is, first of all, a rate,
which means that it expresses a relative change in the capitai invested. Secondly,
it expresses a return, which means that we must have something well specified
that changes, generating a yield in some way or other. A rate of return shows
then how much money the investor gains, for any unit of money invested at the
outset and in any unit of time. The way we measure the rate of return depends
on the hypothesis we can do about the variation of the capitai invested over time.
Let us focus attention on those projects with two only cash flows apposite in
sign expiring at the maturities t 0 and T respectively. They are called PIPO (Point
Input Point Output). A capitai C0 can lead to the final receipt Gr in many ways.
Four of them are just the financial laws we have seen for loan contracts (others
can be obviously used). In capitai budgeting (3) is used to get j, whereas in
Ioan contracts (3) is used to get Gr, once j has been fixed. If the assumption of
compounding conforms to the reality of the project, then j can be obtained by (3)
with the adoption of f1 or j 4 and what we get is the internal rate of return. Of
course, nothing prevents us to mix different financiallaws for the same project, or
to calculate different rates of return corresponding to each period, if the reality of
the project warrants this interpretation. However, in generai, economie agents are
often interested in an average rate of return. In this case, a single well-specified
financial law must be used for a singie project. We can therefore use (3) for
capitai budgeting purposes, thinking of C0 as a sum lent to someone or something,
who (which) will refund the debt paying back the sum Gr in T. In doing this,
we are assimilating investments to Ioan contracts by applying to the former a
mathematical procedure which refers to the latter. We must be aware that this is
an arbitrary interpretation of the phenomenon. We invent that C 0 has increased
to Gr by means of a particuiar financial law and even the choice of the latter is
mostly derived by a subjective interpretation of a project. This interpretation is
made for evaluation purposes and it can fit well only for PIPO projects. It is also
evident that in this view the contractual rate of a loan contract can be seen as the
rate of return of the loan contrae t itself (thought as an investment for the lender)
if it is a PIPO project.
Things are different when a decision maker faces projects with a plurality of cash
flows a 8 , s=O, l, ... , n, which is the main case. In the literature, no distinction is
drawn between PIPO projects and the other kinds of projects in arder to correctly
interpret the notions of rate of return and interna] rate of return. The IRR is
considered to be the rate of return of a project even in the cases we are now dealing
7

with. I object that, at the very best, it could be only one kind of rate of return
corresponding to a particular selection offinanciallaw (i.e. fl). Hence, it could be,
at the most, that rate of return for which the assumption of compounding makes
sense. Also, the IRR rule was born from a conceptual overturn of the relation
between rate of interest and cash flows. In a loan contract, the contractual rate
of interest is a priori determined and the cash flows are then derived through
the solution of (4). 3 On the contrary, in a project things are reversed: Cash
flows are exogenously fixed first, and a rate of return is searched for afterwards.
Conceptually, in loan contracts cash flows are a consequence of the rate:
rate

:::=::?

cash flows,

in capitai budgeting the converse holds:
cash flows

:::=::?

rate.

As (4) is an n-th order equation (assuming, with no loss of generality, t 8 =s)
multiple roots are possible or even no one at all, or the unique solution is not
unambiguously interpretable. This fact is astonishing for financial analysts who
ask for a unique rate of return with a univoca! financial meaning. The IRR is
then considered a whimsical index by many authors and the IRR rule is deemed a
misleading or even inapplicable investment decision criterion: "When more than
one root occurs, which one is 'the' internai rate of return? Actually, neither one.
[... ] Analysis of such a proposal using the internal-rate-of-return method is cumbersome and is more easily accomplished using the net-present-value method"
(Finnerty (1986), p. 91). I oppose this view and claim that the IRR is cumbersome only because financial mathematicians arbitrarily apply equation (4) to
investments in looking for a profi tability in d ex. But ( 4) stems directly from the
classica] graphical description of investments which is conceptually founded on
two parameters: cash flows and maturities. These can properly represent the reality of a loan contract, not that of a project (as we will see later), and the two do
not coincide. By describing a project only through ftows and maturities financial
mathematics gives rise to a false analogy between loan contracts and business or
industriai projects. It is legitimate to get to cash flows from a rate in the former
case, but it is absurd to get to a rate from cash flows in the latter. If we interchange the role of rate and cash ftows in (4), letting the former be the unknown,
we cannot expect of the same equation to have a univoca] financial meaning: We
3 It is obvious that there are infinite solutions of (4), among which the lender selects the one
preferred.
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do have changed the phenomenon we are studying. The IRR has no meaning just
because ( 4) has no meaning for investment purposes; it oniy can be appiied for
drawing up Ioan contracts, not for evaiuating the return of an investment. As
we have seen, the (false) ana.logy seems to be somewhat fruitful only for PIPO
projects, because the solution of (3) exists, is unique and can be thought of as
a parameter measuring how fast the capitai invested increases over time. In this
case the IRR has the unequivocai meaning of average rate of return of the capitai
invested, choosing h as a financiai Iaw, provided that the project can be seen as
producing return which is compounded at each period (the basic assumption of
fi). Forali other projects, which represent the most part, the soiution of (4) is not
a rate of return. As a matter of fact, if we look at these projects as if they were
Ioan contracts we get to nothing: The use of the 'cash ftows-maturities' picture
(henceforth often CF-M) has given rise to a nonsensical IRR ruie, whose behavior
has been and is a mystery for a large part of the literature. A piethora of articles
have been written in the past decades (see References) and some authors have
even tried to provide postuiates for the internai rate of return, compiaining that
the IRR behaves well oniy in Ioan contracts (see Promisiow and Spring (1996)). I
underscore that the TRR is only a soiution of an equation, so it has a mathematical
meaning. It has the meaning of rate of return of a project only in the particuiar
case of PIPO projects. The further assumption of periodic reinvestment is aiso
essentiai, otherwise nothing wouid prevent us to calcuiate the rate of return by
using a different financiaiiaw.
Can we then assign any particular meaning to the TRR of a multiple-ftows
project? If we pretend the project is a Ioan contract, there are some favorabie
cases where it can be regarded of as the periodic return of that capitai which is
stili invested in the project at the beginning of that period. The Iatter is called
outstanding capital (see Cs in (3a)). It fades gradually, from period to period,
due to deduction of intermediate cash ftows a 5 from the project, and vanishes at
the end of the Iast period. U the outstanding capitai decreases monotonicaliy,
then the TRR can be considered its rate of return. But the rate of return of the
outstanding capital is not the rate of return of the project. The latter is the return
that a specific capita.l invested at time t 0 generates periodically during the whole
life of the project, assuming that no cash fiow is ever subtracted from the project
(viz. PIPO projects). However, some interpretative difficuities arise when the
outstanding capitai does not decrease monotonically: If this is the case, it means
t ha t further money has been invested in the project. But, if we have multiple sums
invested at different maturities, what does the soiution of (4) refer to? Further
troubies arise, moreover, in case the project is such that the outstanding capita]
changes in sign several times, for it means that it is investment (i.e. Iending money)
9

in some periods and financing (i.e. borrowing money) in other periods, 4 therefore
the IRR can by no means be regarded as a rate of return: If we are to give the IRR
any financial meaning, we are Ieft with the oniy chance of interpreting it as that
rate of interest that should have been contmctually determined (in arder to have
that particular pattern of cash fiows) if the project were a loan contmct. But this
analogy is simpiy false. A business or industriai project cannot be viewed as a Ioan
contract, and even fora Ioan contract of such a kind, the IRR (i.e. the contractuai
rate) wouid have an ambiguous financial nature: It would be, somehow, both a
rate of return and a rate of cost, or maybe neither of them.
The very freakishness of the IRR's behavior should have suggested schoiars to
doubt their representation of facts: It could have been an opportunity to understand the meaningless nature of the IRR in the CF -M approach. On the contrary,
starting from the above analogy they have disregarded the assumptions of the
CF-M approach and illogically Iucubrated about the assumptions of the IRR rule.
Some authors have actuaJly acknowiedged the difference between rate of return of
a project and rate of return of the outstanding capital of a project. The former
takes into consideration not only the cash flow remaining in the project, but aiso
the reinvestments (or withdrawals) of the intermediate cash flows a 8 leaving from
the project. Some authors have actually claimed that the IRR is mereiy the rate
of return of the outstanding capitai. To get to this conclusion they have set aside
both the assumed anaiogy between projects and loan contracts and all those cases
where the notion of IRR c an by no means be meaningfui, focusing attention (consciously or unconsciously) on the favorabie cases of outstanding capi tal invariant
in sign and monotonically decreasing. In addition, they have reasoned about the
IRR so as to make it coincide with a proper rate of return of the project. In
fact, many authors assert that the IRR rule makes the implicit assumption of
reinvestment of intermediate cash flows at the internai rate of return x of the
project (see the right-hand side of (4) where the IRR j=x is used to compound
cash flows). In this way, we can see the project in hand as a PIPO project (the
intermediate net cash flows are zero, because when they arise from the project
they are simultaneously reinvested at the same rate x; see the left-hand side of
(4)) and the IRR does make sense (oniy) if this assumption is realistic. Some use
this resuit to salvage the IRR rule, some use it to discard it (for its uniikeliness).
But what is reievant for our purposes is that in fact no assumption at all is made
by the IRR ruie about the reinvestment of cash flows, so that the disputatio turns
to be an idle quarrel. As a matter of fact, there cannot be the assumption of
reinvestment at the rate x for the simpie reason that such an assumption leads to
4

1 remind the reader that we are accomplishing an analogy between projects and loan
contracts.

lO

an absurdity. Let us see how this happens.
In a decision process, if any assumption is ever to be made, it must be used to
help decision makers to select one action alternative among others. The selection
of a course of action is then function of (depends on) an assumption, whereas
the converse makes no sense (an assumption cannot depend on the selection of
a particular course of action). But this is just what happens by adopting the
alleged hypothesis of reinvestment of cash flows at the internai rate of return:
One finds out that the assumption changes in consequence of the project selected.
In fact, let XA and XB denote the internai rates of return of projects A and B
respectively. Suppose the investor undertakes A. The IRR rule would tell us that
the decision maker is assuming that the interim cash flows of A will be reinvested
at the rate XA- Suppose now the investor chooses B; the IRR rule would assume
now that the reinvestment of B's interim cash flows is made at the rate XB. This
means that the rate of reinvestment is given by the rate of return corresponding
to the project selected. But then, according to this view, the assumption does
not determine the choice of a course of action: It is the latter that determines the
implicit assumption in the decision process. The reinvestment assumption is not
exogenously fixed a priori and does not constitute an element affecting the choice.
In this line of argument the relation between assumption and choice is reversed
and the former is implicitly infered by the latter, which is a nonsense. 5 Even
when the absence of a particular reinvestment assumption seems to be somehow
recognized, it is not used to shed light on the CF-M but to admit again that a
particular assumption is implicit (not in the criterion itself) but "in the decision
to use one or the other of the two criteria" (Dudley (1972), p. 908). But this is
no t a great difference from the point of vie w of a decisio n maker.
So it seems that only PIPO projects could give rise to a meaningful IRR. As
we have seen, the false analogy does not prevent us to give the IRR the meaning
of that particular rate of return (of the project) for which compounding makes
sense. Consequently, one might think that the IRR is a significant index when the
investor deals with PIPO projects. Unfortunately, the analogy is fruitful only in
a conceptual sense, but it is useless in the decision process. In fact, the decision
maker needs to measure the return of a unit of money in a unit of time in arder
to compare different returns relative to different courses of action. The IRR, as it
stands, tells us how much profitable is a project. This information is useful only
if it also tells us if an alternative is more profitable than another. But analysing
5 Alongside

such an absurdity there is an implicit unrealistic assumption which I do not intend
to dwell on. Just think that as the interim cash flows can be positive or negative, the rate of
reinvestment turns to a rate of financing when the cash flow under consideration is negative. So
we should unrealistically assume that the rate of interest for financing is the same as the rate of
interest for investment.
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two or more PIPO projects, we cannot compare their rates of return unless all
projects share the same capital invested, the same length, the same maturities. In
any other case, the relativeness of the rate of return is misleading in three senses:
(i) relativeness with respect to the capital invested, e.g. 10% with a capital of
100 is different from 10% with a capital of 60 (what about the other 40?);
(ii) relativeness with respect to time, e.g. a periodic 10% gained for three periods
is no t the same as 10% gained for o ne peri od (what about the other two
periods?);
(iii) relativeness with respect to maturities, e.g. a 10% return gained between t 0
and tn has a different meaning from a 10% return gained between To and Tn,
if to::f-To and tn::f-Tn, even if tn -to=Tn -To.
vVe are then left with a significant rate of return only in those decision processes
where the projects under consideration are homogeneous, that is they all consist of
the same capital invested C 0 at t 0 and a single receipt at the same final maturity T.
The interna[ rate of return is then the (significant) rate of return of homogeneous
projects, where it is assumed, for all of them, the hypothesis of compounding
returns. In any other case, it is useless in the decision process.
To sum up, we can divide investments into two classes, PIPO projects and
multiple-fiow projects. For PIPO projects the IRR can be thought of as a rate of
return, assuming that return is periodically compounded, but this rate of return
cannot be used for comparisons between projects, unless they are homogeneous.
For multiple-flow projects the TRR means nothing if the outstanding capital decreases no t monotonically an d/ or changes in sign at least once; in any other case
it is the contractual rate of a figurative loan contract which the project is likened
to.
Thus, in general, the notion of rate of return or internal rate of return is
meaningless and/or misleading. The only fruitful case concerns a decision process
where only homogeneous PIPO projects are considered. But this happens hardly
ever, in the CF-M approach, because of the very CF-M description of investments
as loan contracts, focusing on flows and maturities. Therefore when the IRR
rule breaks down, it is not for intrinsic flaws: It fits perfectly for homogeneous
projects. The fact that most investments are not homogeneous depends on the
particular (conceptuaJ and) visual representation of the CF-M approach, which
better conforms to loan contracts. By changing approach we will be able to render
all possible investments homogeneous and therefore assign the IRR a meaningful
role. So, whereas some authors say: 'Do not use the IRR!' or: 'Do use the IRR if
it is unique!', or: 'Do use the IRR if it is signi.ficant!', I rather claim: 'Do not use
the IRR rule in the CF-M approach, change approach and it will be 7Lnique and
significant! '.
12

5 The NPV rule and the CF-M approach
The NPV rule is based on the two classical parameters that arise, conceptually
and graphically, from the traditional description previously seen. But the picture
is used in a different way: the internai rate of return x is replaced by an explicit
rate of return i*, exogenously introduced, and the equation is thus transformed
to a number: Unlike its companion, it expresses the profitability of an investment in terms of net present cash fiow, the rate i* being used to take account of
reinvestments (when a8 >0) and withdrawals of funds (when as<O); the implicit
assumption which gives rise to an opportunity cost of capitai is the existence of
a singie business, which yieids (positive and negative) remuneration at the rate
i* and which represents an alternative of action for the investor. The NPV ruie
does not show how fast the capitai invested has changed. It provides the decision
maker with an index representing the comparison, in terms of profitability, of two
alternatives, one of which has a rate of return (for investment) and a rate of cost
(for financing) equal to i*. Whiie a rate of return then expresses the return with
respect to the capitai invested at time t 0 , the net present vaiue shows the remuneration of the act of undertaking the project compared to the act of undertaking
the business whose rate is i*. Tt is then worth noting that as the NPV ruie faiis
to provide the decision maker with a rate of return, it tells us if an investment
is more profitabie than the one whose rate is i*, but does not tell us how much
profitable it is. Further, the use of h to discount cash fiows derives from a figurative stipuiation of a Ioan contract. This (false) anaiogy is made for mathematical
convenience, because the use of exponentiai functions enabies to disguise fina] vaiues as present vaiues by dividing both sides of (5) for (1 + i*V. Moreover, the
opportunity cost of capita] is often introduced in the literature in a non rigorous
way: Sometimes it is the market rate, sometimes the Weighted Average Cost of
Capitai, 6 sometimes the rate of assets of equivaient risk, sometimes it derives from
the so-called CAPM model, 7 and sometimes it is an accounting parameter called
Return On Equity.
In addition to the above remarks, I must stress that the assumption of one
singie opportunity cost of capitai i* is incredibiy unrealistic, because it entaiis
that weaith is composed of a unique bank account where the investor can turn to
any time she needs, and that the rate of interest applied by the bank is the same
whether or not the value of the account is positive or negative. But the most
striking fact is that the addition of this third parameter in the CF -M approach is
not costiess, being the ruie self-inconsistent.
6 See

Peccati (1996), where the absurdity of this index is demonstrated.
The CAPM (Capitai Asset Pricing Mode!) is based on utility theory assuming that investors
have quadratic utility functions.
7
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For example, according to the NPV procedure, the investor facing a project
with uncertain cash flows should discount cash flows with the (internai) rate of
return of an alternative comparable in risk. Let im be this rate and consider, for
the sake of simplicity, a one-period project with initial outlay -Co at time O and
final receipt C 1 at time 1 with internai rate of return x. The project should be
undertaken if and only if

C1
_-C
Co(l +x) O
0 + (l+ im) >
-Co+ (l+ im) -

(6)

or, which is the same,

(Eo - Co)(l + im) + C1 > Eo(l + im)

(7)

where E 0 is the investor's wealth at time O. The NPV procedure, resulting in (6),
c an be sum marized as follows (see Magni ( 1998b) for details):
(i) a decision maker is faced with two alternatives, 'to do' (n.l) or 'not to do'
(n.2);
(ii) the two alternatives are different in risk;
(iii) there exists a tenet in the literature which states that it is illicit to compare
the rate of return of two alternatives different in risk. This means that the
internai rates of return of n. l and n.2 cannot be compared;
(iv) to obey this tenet a third alternative is introduced, n.3, equivalent in risk to
n. l a.nd whose rate of return is im;
(v) it is claimed t ha t the investor has to compare n.l with n.3 neglecting (arbitrarily) n.2; but, if n.3 turns out to be the better alternative, then n.2 must
be recovered and selected;
(vi) in fact, step (v) is not followed: n.l (left-hand side of (7)) is compared with
n.2 (right-hand side of (7)) and not with n.3, as previously declared;
(vii) the comparison between n. l and n.2 is applied by despoiling both alternatives
of their own rates of return and assigning them n.3's rate of return (i.e. im,
as in (7) );
(viii) all is condensed in (6) which eliminates Eo (the investor's wealth is regarded
as uninfiuential in the decision).
As one can see, the procedure is totally illogical and unwarranted. Other kinds of
fallacy can be deduced for projects under certainty as well (see Magni (1998c)).
6 Changing picture
A picture has historically created the IRR rule in the effort of providing a profitability index which should help economie agents to solve (investment) decision
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processes. The NPV rule emerged from the same picture and supporters of either
rule confiicted for decades to invalidate the opponents' arguments. Their picture
favors a conceptual approach based on differential cash fiows and corresponding
maturities. The diachronic features are clearly depicted and describe what gets in
and out of the investor's 'wallet' at any time. In this view the economie agent's
'wallet' (viz. her wealth) is totally disregarded. In (l) and (2) cash fiows and maturities are the only elements considered relevant (with the substitution of a fixed
i* for the unknown x in (2)), as the classica] graphical description suggests. The
two methods are thus based on the same framing of the problem and an entire line
of research has been conditioned by this particular illustration of the phenomenon. Many efforts have been made to get to a reliable capitai budgeting criterion.
The NPV ruie seems to have win the squabble, for it takes account, according to
academics an d practitioners, of reinvestments ( withdrawais) of funds a t a realistic
(sic) rate i*, exogenously fixed, whereas the IRR rule implicitiy assumes that cash
flows are reinvested (withdrawn) at the same internai rate x of the project. 8
Let us now change the frame of the problem by focusing attention on wealth. To
this end, Iet us forget, for the moment, ali we have learned about capitai budgeting
criteria and take a Iook to the decision problem through a different shaping of it. In
generai, the wealth of any economie agent is structured in a plurality of activities
which I shall henceforth cali businesses and whose rate of return is different.
Hence, each economie agent (individua] or firm) has a net worth composed of
more than one business, for example bank accounts, securities, buildings, lands,
plants etc. Let us describe the decision maker's net worth as composed of assets
and liabilities and Jet us graph it by means of a table of the following kind:

Liabilities

Assets
Csl

Cs,k+1

Cs2

Cs.k+2

where Csz~O reflects the worth of business l, l = 1, ... , m, at a given date t 8 =s.
The table shows m activities, k of which are assets and m-k are liabilities; any
8 But

we know that this is not true.
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business l has a rate of return equal to iz. The difference between the total worth of
the left-hand side (Assets) and the total worth of the right-hand side (Liabilities)
provides us with the decision-maker's net worth. Note that the above picture
focuses attention on the structure of the net worth, namely the way the wealth is
employed at a certain date t 8 • If the businesses that compose the net worth do
not interact one another, that is the return of each one of them is reinvested in
the very same business that has produced it, the worth of business l is given by
Csl = Cs-l,l + izCs-l,l = Cs-l,l(l + iz); otherwise flows can pass from a business
to another modifying the structure.
How c an we depict an investment on this table? Simply by adding, a t t ime
ts=s, the worth As of the investment under consideration on the left-hand side
of the table and distributing the arising cash flow a 8 across the businesses of the
table. As an example suppose k=6, m=lO and a 8 =38. Suppose also that a 8 is
distributed according to the following partition: 10 is invested in business l, 15
in business 2, 5 in business 3 and 8 in business 6. The above picture turns to

Assets
Csl = Cs-1,1(1 +ii)+ 10

= Cs-!,2(1 + i2) + 15
Cs3 = Cs-1 ,3(1 + i3) + 5

Cs2

Cs4 =

Cs-1,4(1

Cs5 = C.s-l,.s(1
Cs6

+ i4)
+ is)

Liabilities
Cs7

= Cs-1,7(1 + Ì7)

Css = Cs-l,s(1 + is)

Cs9 = Cs-1,9(1 + ig)
Cs,lo = Cs-1,10(1 + i10)

= Cs-1,6(1 +i6) +8
As

As another example suppose, ceteris parib'us, a 8 =-100. Consider the following
distribution of the cash flows: 25 is withdrawn from business 7, 40 from business
8, 35 from business 9. We have then
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Assets
Cs1

Liabilities

= Cs-1.1 (1 + i1)

+ Ì7) + 25
Css = Cs-l,s(1 + is) + 40
Cs9 = Cs-1,9(1 + ig) + 35
Cs,lO = Cs-1,10(1 + i10)
Cs7

+ i2)
Cs3 = Cs-1,3(1 + i3)
Cs4 = Cs-1,4(1 + i4)
Cs5 = Cs-1,5(1 + is)
Cs2 =

Cs6

Cs-1,2(1

= Cs-1,7(1

= Cs-1,6(1 + i6)
As

In generai, there are infinite ways of partitioning as by 'activation' of Liabilities as
sources and Assets as applications of funds. Letting asl be the cash flow invested
in or withdrawn from business l, the decision maker's financial status at time s
will be

Assets

Cs3

= Cs-1,1(1 + i1) +asl
= Cs-1,2(1 + i2) + as2
= Cs-1,3(1 + i3) + as3

Csk

= Cs-1,k(1

Csl
Cs2

Liabilities

+ Ìk+J) + as,k+l
Cs-1,k+2(1 + ik+2) + as,k+2

Cs,k+l = Cs-l,k+l
Cs,k+2 =

(1

+ik) +ask

As
with
m

k

L
l=l

asl -

L

asl

=

as

l=k+l

Obviously, asl increases or decreases the value of account l. More precisely, if asl
is a source (leading t o a decrease in the Assets or an increase in the Liabilities),
then
<o, if l :::; k
asl=

if

O:sz

{ >o,

is an application the sign is reversed.
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if l > k;

7 The system
Our double-entry picture has enriched the perspective with which we look at the
decision process. The distinctive feature of the CF-M description is the diachronic
dimension, which expresses the arrivai of cash fiows as time goes by. It derives, in
my opinion, from the attitude of scholars and laymen to dwell on the cash fiowing
in and out of one's own 'wallet'. In this sense, what remains in the 'wallet' is not
so important. To solve the decision process, the rules seen above gather up cash
flows and maturities and put them in a formula that offers us a rate of return or
a present value. In all this, the diachronic dimension is essential: Cash flows arise
with time and get in and out of the investor's 'wallet'. The double-entry picture
shapes the problem differently. It has not only a diachronic dimension but also
a synchronic one. The latter is given by the multiple businesses the economie
agent is simultaneously concerned with. They are investments and financings
undertaken in order to increase the investor's net worth. In this sense, the 'wallet'
is a system structured in many components interacting with the project through
the activation of the businesses as cash flows arise over time. Infiows and outfiows
are therefore redistributed inside the system so that two more parameters are to be
added to correctly represent the phenomenon: the structure of the system and the
way any cash flow is distributed across the elements of the system. Graphically,
the synchronic dimension is obtained by displaying the collection of businesses on
the sheet, the diachronic one is grasped through the time iteration of the picture.
The final picture, relating to a pre-fixed terminai horizon T, shows us the value
of the net worth with its structure, under a particular hypothesis of activation of
the businesses and a particular hypothesis of project undertaken. The final net
worth Er is given by
m

k

~T~

Er=~Cz- ~
l=l

c[.

(8)

l=k+l

The comparison of final net worths corresponding to different courses of action
can help the decision maker to select the preferred alternative. 9
8 Accounting

The new representation of facts casts new lights on another interesting aspect:
The relation between finance and accounting as two different (though connected)
9 Note

that (8) is dependent on the terminal horizon T, whereas the NPV and the IRR seem
to be valid regardless of T. For further remarks see Magni (1998a).
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fields of research. 10 Accounting deals with the need of recording all transactions
of an economie agent in order to understand how capitai is commonly raised and
employed and how net worth varies over time. The most important pictures used
in accounting are the ba.lance sheet and the income statement. The businesses of
the double-entry picture are but the accounts of a monetary balance sheet, where
accounting values are replaced by worths, viz. cash values. That is, I have applied
an accounting approach with forward-looking purposes borrowing a balance sheet
to graphically describe the decision process for an agent facing the opportunity
of a now-or-never investment. This perspective has enabled us to consider both
the diachronic and synchronic aspects of an investment and to realize that the
decision maker continuously copes with a system (her wealth) which is structured
in multiple components interacting in a nontrivial way with the cash flows released
by the project.
In the literature accounting is considered totally misleading in issues concerning investment decisions. Not only financial mathematicians but also some very
accountants do refute the idea of using accounting to appraise investments. Their
arguments are seemingly convincing: Accounting looks at the past whereas finance
is forward-looking, accounting va.lues differ from cash values, accounting is only indirectly concerned with profitability through taxation, accounting does not record
alternative ways of action whereas finance deals with several courses of possible
actions. They miss, in my opinion, an overall perspective, and fail to recognize
that accounting can be important for its peculiar picture. Not as it stands, but
for the reason that it changes the way we perceive the phenomenon of investment.
So accounting must be considered not for the way it is used but for the way it can
be used. The balance sheet 's perspective is epistemologically important because
it alters the way we acquire knowledge from a financial phenomenon as well as the
methodology we use to rationally appraise an investment. So, to cash flows and
maturities we must add the system and its structure. In borrowing a picture from
accounting I do not use acco'unting for capitai budgeting purposes, I rather use
the way accounting looks at economie transactions: A systemic outlook for which
ali transactions are explicitly considered and recorded on income statements and
thus on balance sheets (which implicitly incorporate the former).
9 The return on equity
Tt is not correct to say that accounting is backward-looking. To a certain extent, accounting is partly forward-looking. Prospective balance sheets and income
10 We

are concerned with investment decisions. They constitute a branch of both finance
and financial mathematics. I shall henceforth write 'finance' to mean 'finance and financial
mathematics'.
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statements, forecasts of sources and applications of funds are periodically drawn
up for severa] purposes, one of which is just investment evaluation. Accounting
has its own index to appraise an investment and it is called return on equity
(ROE). It is used in two different ways for two different purposes. As an overall
index, it is used as tool of performance analysis and it is given by the ratio of
profit to equity (the accounting value of the investor's wealth):
Es-l (l+ ROE)= Es

<====?

ROE=

Es- Es-l
E

(10)

s-1

where Es represents equity at time fs=s. As an investment index it is used as a
profitability measure. In the Jatter sense, the ROE can have a meaning, if any,
only on condition that returns are expressed in monetary terms, not in accounting
terms. Once the cash ftows of the project are estimateci, the prospective average
ROE is given by the ratio of total net cash ftows to initial outlay. For example,
the project

t ime

cash ftows

o

l

-100

25

2

35

3

50

produces an average ROE of ( -100+25+35+50)/100=0.1=10%. Unfortunately,
even the use of cash flows rather than profits does not prevent the ROE to be
incompatible with both the IRR rule and the NPV rule. They often give different
rankings for projects and the ROE is commonly considered totally misleading
because it does not take time into consideration.
It is interesting to note that the ROE as a profitability index is calculated in
the literature by adopting the very CF-M picture, whereas as an overall index it
is calculated from a systemic perspective. It is evident that the systemic nature
of the overall ROE is clistorted when it is used for investment evaluation. Even
those who commonly work with accounting and who should be used to a systemic
perspective, keep on considering investments from a mere diachronic point of view,
neglecting that very synchronic perspective which is typical of their usual activity.
T want to demonstrate in the next section that the incompatibility among the
three profitability index (TRR, NPV, ROE) derives from that particular cognitive
and graphical representation of flows and maturities firmly consolidateci in both
finance and accounting. By changing picture and borrowing (not the values but)
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the interpretation of facts from accounting, we enter a systemic outlook which
makes the three rules consistent one another, to such a point that the ROE and
the IRR are, from a formai and financial point of view, the same parameter;
furthermore, the long-lasted squabble between IRR and NPV turns out to be, in
this light, an idle issue.
10 The alleged incompatibility and the idle squabble
For convenience of the reader, the definitions of the three parameters are given
again, assuming t 8 =s:
(i) the IRR is that rate x such that
n

La 8 (1 +x)-s =O
s=O

(ii) the NPV is the discounted cash fio w function calculated a t a fixed rate i*:
n

L

a 8 (1

+ i*)-s

s=O

(iii) the (monetary) ROE is the ratio between total net cash flows and initial
outlay:
n

Las- ao
s=]

ao
11

wh ere we must assume as >0 for ali s . Un der the classica] diachronic perspective,
they offer different rankings of projects. And what about the systemic perspective?
The investor has a net worth Eo she invests at each period. Suppose she has
to choose between two projects, say A and B. She selects the way cash flows are
to be distributed in the system at each period for both alternatives and then she
calculates the corresponding final net worths at a terminai horizon T. They are
denoted respectively by E:f and E!f,. In this light, any investment is characterized
by two cash flows, initial and final net worth, and the internai rate of return
corresponding to each option is given by that unique rate such that

ET

- Eo

+ (l + ~r )T = O

11

r=A,B.

(11)

Note how absurd this very definition is: it rests on the assumption that all projects are
composed of an initial outlay with subsequent proceeds. This is only one of all possible kinds of
investment and is known as PICO (Point Input Continuous Output).
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The NPV of any investment calcuiated at the opportunity cost of capitai i* is
given by

gr

-Eo

+ (1 +~*)T

(12)

r=A,B.

The one-period ROE is the soiution of (10), as we have seen. As we are in a
muitiperiodic setting, we can calcuiate the ROE just considering that the investor
invests Es-l at the beginning of the s-th period and receives Es at the end of
that period. As this hoids for any s, the return gained in a period is compounded,
namely it is reinvested to produce profit again. So the use of h is Iegitimate to
calcuiate the average ROE, and we obtain

Eo(l

+ ROEr) T

r

=ET

<===?

ROEr

=

(EEor)
T

l/T

-l.

(13)

But (11) and (1 3) coincide, so that the IRR and the ROE are the very same index.
There is no reason to name two equai things differentiy, so I Iabel it internai rate
of return of the system (IRRS). But (12) yields the same ranking of the latter
smce

-

E

ETA

o+ (l+ i* )T

<

E

EB
T

> - o+ (l+ i* )T

if and only if

Therefore, in the systemic perspective the alleged inconsistency among the three
indexes is removed: The IRR and the ROE (expressed in monetary terms) are the
same index, viz. the IRRS, the NPV concept leads to the same ranking of projects
as the TRRS.
The above result is important for it shows how different results can be achieved
starting from different Ievels of reality. Accounting has a systemic reality where
every thing is considered and recorded, nothing escapes from the system, whereas
finance has a diachronic framing of the problems which forgets elements reievant
for the decision process. To deepiy understand why we succeed in removing the
inconsistency rising to a different, higher Ievel of reality, we have to think of the
semantic use we make of the terms so far used. As we will see in section 12, words
and picture are closeiy related in accomplishing this cognitive shift.

11 Multiple objectives
The above resuit is not the oniy striking resuit derived from changing the frame
of the probiem. Tt is easy to see that the comparison of finai net worths for different
alternatives in the systemic approach is a generalization of the NPV ruie of the
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CF-M approach: Suffice it to say that when m=l the comparison between two
final net worths can be replaced by the comparison between two net present values
by dividing both si cles of the inequality for the rate of return (opportunity cost of
capitai) of the only business the investor holds (see, for details, Magni (1998a)).
So, we can formally comprehend the allegedly most reliable criterion of capitai
budgeting 12 in our systemic perspective. This is no surprise, because the CF-M
outlook is a mere subset of the systemic perspective, since the former is capable
of grasping only the diachronic dimension of the problem:

D= systemic approach (synchronic and diachronic)

r = CF-M approach

(diachronic)

The NPV rule in the CF-M approach rests on the restrictive assumption m=l
whereas the synchronic dimension is attained by allowing m> l, as the systemic
approach does. This generalization does not only provide broader applicability;
it also uncovers some fallacies and inconsistencies implicit in the NPV criterion
(see Magni (1998b, 1998c) ). Above all, the generalization m> l has a deep impact
on the a prio·ri assumptions of the decision process. It presupposes the enlargement of the set of objectives for the decision maker. The NPV rule assumes that
any investor is concerned with a mere maximization of (liquid) wealth, 13 whereas
the systemic approach aclmits a plurality of objectives: That is just the reason
why net worth is structured in a plurality of accounts. A particular structure of
the system is always affected by (constraints an d) the decision maker's preference
system, which in turn influences the way the interim cash flows are perioclically
12 Though

some authors might think to demonstrate some fiaws of the NPV rule, in fact
they do not, since they only change the decision process adjusting it so as to validate their
own approach. See, for example, McDonald and Siegel (1986), Trigeorgis (1986), Smith and
Nau (1995), where a different decision process is considered, in particular a deferrable option to
invest. In addition, it is well known that even the appraisal of a deferrable investment option
can be seen as a comparison between two net present values, one of which is the value of waiting
and the other refers to the undertaking of the investment (see Dixit and Pindyck (1996)). We
are then dealing with a mere enlarged NPV rule.
13
To give an explanation of the addition of the term 'liquid' is beyond the subject, it is only
meant to allow the reader to realize that the set of objectives is extremely restrictive in the
CF-M approach.
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distributed in the system. In this light, the selection of the preferred course of
action is determined no t only by the comparison of final ne t worths (as in the
NPV rule, wh ere they are disguised as present values) but also by the choice of
a particular structure of the system, which is the result of the subjective personality of the decision maker. In this way, the decision process is described so as
to embrace a larger spectrum of human needs. These play a major role in any
decision process and it is quite strange that finance seems to look at the 'rational behavior' as a rigid device suitable for rudimental subjects rather than highly
developed and articulated individuals. The goal of maximizing wealth must be
integrated by a deeper understanding of human subjectivity, which is the result of
many confiicting drives and desires which are often non-autonomous. Accounting
ìtself and business administration as disciplines show that economie agents face
constraints and aim at several ends. Finance tries to simplify things in order to
dr a w simple schemata of human behavior, which are rather simplistic an d cause
financial decision criteria to fall into frequent self-inconsistencies. The desperate
endeavour of finance to help decision makers results in a refusal of individuals
as they are, and in the invention of rational individuals, whose only rationality consists in adopting way of reasoning finance artificially brings out for them.
Rationality turns then to be a norrnative concept, and economie agents have to
follow criteria which are simplistically based on a unique goal. It is worth noting that even real options, born to deal with deferrable investment opportunities,
are studied within this restrictive context and the techniques used to appraise
them (options pricing, dynamic: programming, decisi o n tree analysis) are based
on the same single-objec:tive assumption. But economie agents are first of ali
'agents', and are subject to c:onstraints of several types, financ:ia.l, legal, social,
cultura] etc. some of whic:h are even self-imposed (Elster (1979)) and which do
have nontriviaJ relations with preferences (Elster (1983), Sen (1997)). They are in
turn nec:essarily infiuenced by emotions which inevitably affect decision abilities
and decision processes themselves (see the somatic-marker hypothesis in Damasio
(1994)) and whic:h assist us in framing the dec:ision proc:esses so as to make relevant some elements to the detriment of others and guide us to a preselec:tion of
alternatives; for "emotìons are among the mechanisms that control that cruc:ial
factor of salience among what would otherwise be an unmanageable plethora of
objects of attention, interpretations, and strategies of inferenc:e and c:onduct" (de
Sousa (1995), p. XV). The opportunity-c:ost-of-capital concept tends to diminish
the role of these elements trying to convince us that a decision process should be
based only on profitability and thus making use of financial indexes c:onc:erning
activities whic:h have nothing to do with the dec:ision proc:ess, since they have been
implic:itly or explicitly exc:luded by the decision maker (see sec:tion 5). Finance is
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then compelled to cope with logical contortions that lead to a result which is just
a confirmation of its unrealistic and unacceptable a priori normative assumptions
about human behavior. In this sense the systemic approach, arisen from a simple
(but not simplistic) picture, seems to be in accordance with an interdisciplinary
approach for the analysis of decision pocesses, structuring the financial status
of an economie agent in a plurality of businesses which implicitly presuppose a
plurality of objectives and constraints. 14

12 Cognition and semantics in finance
What has healed the inconsistencies among the three rules? What has enlarged
the set of objectives altering the a priori assumptions? The striking results we
have arrived to emerged from the abandon of a picture and a consequent radical
shift in cognitive interpretation. But cognition is closely related to language and
it is worth investigating thouroughly the semantic shift carried out in changing
picture. I have used, throughout the paper, some seemingly unambiguous words
such as 'investment' and 'project', 'capi tal', as well as seemingly unequivocal definitions of 'internai rate of return', 'net present value', 'return o n equity'. Each
of the six terms is commonly used in finance in a particular manner and each one
changes meaning by adopting a systemic approach. All six terms are, in a sense,
inconsistent one another under a CF-M approach, whereas all are coherent one
another under the systemic perspective. And it is the new semantic use we make
of them that enables us to consider multiple objectives in the decision process.
This different semantic use modifies the framing of the problem and improves
understanding of the decision process. Let us see how this happens.

Investment and project. Investments and projects are not clearly defined in finance.15 The term 'investment' is sometimes used as a synonimous of 'project'
and thus it means a sequence of cash flows expiring at different maturities, sometimes it is used in opposition to financing and thus it means money lent to someone
who will paid it back later. This confusion contributes to render the IRR freakish and awkward. Whenever a project is neither investment nor financing, what
is the meaning of the IRR (provided that it exists and is unique )? Is it a rate
of return or a rate of cost? Or maybe either of the two? Surely, the solution
of (1) must have a different financial meaning depending on whether the project
is investment ( the decision maker lends money) or financing (the decision maker
14

It is also worth noting that the goal of maxizing wealth, if taken literally, leads us to
banish accounting from the class of mtional disciplines, as it takes into consideration activities
with different rates of return.
15 As far as I know the only formai definition of investment in the literature can be found in
Levi (1964) and is founded on a CF-M outlook.
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borrows money). Financial mathematicians regard this fact as an anomaly of the
internai rate but they do not realize that the anomaly depends on not having a
clear definition of what an investment is. So, if we lack a transparent definition
of the term 'investment' we may not expect of the IRR to remove such an ambiguity. In the CF-M approach this term is ambiguous and is always referred to
a sequence of cash ftows getting in and out of the 'wallet' (viz. the wealth of the
decision maker). In the 'pan-approach' T h ave introduced t h ere is one only investment: the investment of the net worth. The 'investment' the CF-M approach
refers to is therefore embraced in the investment of the net worth. The latter can
then be thought of as a 'meta-investment', that is an investment subsuming an
investment. 16 The CF-M investment represents only a very partial description of
what happens at the system: It says something about some cash ftows but says
nothing about the structure of the system and nothing about the distribution of
the ftows in the system. A particular stream of cash ftows, a particular initial
structure, and a particular policy of reinvestment and withdrawal of ftows at each
pedod cause a particular way of altering the system. This very alteration is the
meta-investment, which is the only investment possible for the decision maker,
and which can be accomplished in more than one way. A systemic definition of
what the term 'investment' should indicate could be the following one:
an investment is one of the possible ways of altering the financial system.
Each way is inftuenced (not determined) by the selection of a particular project,
for which we can maintain the traditional definition:
a project is a whatsoever sequence of cash ftows expiring at different
maturities.
Note that, in the light of what we have seen, we do not even need to distinguish
'investment' from 'financing'. By borrowing a picture from accounting I have
adhered to its way of looking at economie transactions. Any of them is a medal
with two sides: the source and the application. The double-entry book-keeping
system says, according to the so-called fundamental accounting equation, that to
a source there must correspond an application of the same amount. That is to
say: to the act of lending money there always corresponds the act of borrowing;
the former is an application (i .e. use) of funds, the latter is a source. 17 Any
16 The

first 'investment' is used with a systemic meaning, the second 'investment' is in CF-M
language.
17
The fundamental accounting equation is simply Net Worth+Liabilities=Assets. The lefthand side represent the sources, the right-hand side the applications.
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'investment' in the new meaning is composed of a manipulation of sources and
funds so as to satisfy the personal desires (an d constraints) of the investor. In such
a way, we split 'investment' and 'project' by including the Iatter in the former and
use the term 'source' and 'application' to distinguish the act of borrowing money
from the act of lending. We can summarize the semantic use of the two approaches
in the following tabie:

CF-M approach:

systemic approach :

{

investment

= project

investment

= lending money

financing

= borrowing money

investment

= (a way of altering) n et worth

project

c investment

application

= lending money

source

= borrowing money

where the symbol C for subset shows that a project is now only an aspect, among
others, of an investment. Note that the two first equalities in the CF-M approach
should lead to the conclusion that project=Iending money, which is obviously
wrong.

Internal rate of return. As for the definition of IRR, financiai mathematicians have
applied to projects the same reasoning they follow in constructing loan contracts,
but bave interchanged the role of unknowns and variables in the same equation.
So, the contractual rate of loan contracts is made to be a rate of return for a
project. The twist works with homogeneous projects and with the assumption
of compounding but not with other types of investments where, in generai, it
cannot have the meaning of a return at all regardless of any consideration about
existence and uniqueness of the IRR itself. Changing the meaning of the term
'investment' T have simultaneously changed the meaning of the term 'internai rate
of return' as well. Tt does not refer to a project any more, but to the metainvestment of the net worth. It is now a significant profitability index, since we
have a PIPO (meta)investment. So equation (1) is replaced by (11). The solution
of (11) represents the average rate of return of the investment of the sum E 0 ,
which generates returns that are reinvested at each period in the system itseif
(hence, the legitimate use of fl). I rewrite the two equations for convenience of
the reader:
ao

an

a1

(l+ x)+ (1 +x)2 + .. · (1 -t- x)n =O
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(1)

an d

ET

- Eo

+ (l + x )T = O

(11)

where I have again supposed, with no Ioss of generality, t 8 =S. (1) generalizes
(11) in the sense that more than two cash flows are allowed, but it aiways refers
to a lower Ievei of reaiity (a project); (11) generalizes (l) in the sense that the
cash flows of the project under consideration are incorporated into the decision
maker's net worth E, so that we rise to a higher omnicomprehensive Ievel. As
we have seen, even in a PIPO project the rate of return is not a usefui index,
because it shows how fast the capitai invested in the project increases over time,
not how fast wealth increases over time, which is a fundamental information an
investor needs. So, the comparison of internai rates of PIPO projects is, in generai,
totally misieading. The oniy exception is given by homogemeous (PIPO) projects.
What is an exception in the CF-M approach turns out to be the only type of
investment in the systemic perspective. Hence, the comparison among internai
rates of return of different investments is correct because all possible investments
are homogeneous. In sum,

CF-M approach:
{

loan contracts

---+

PIPO projects

---+

other pro jects

---+

loan contracts
systemic approach: { .
mvestments

---+
---+

= contractual rate
x = rate of return (misieading)
x = no (clear) financiai meaning
x

= contractual rate
x = rate of return (helpfui)
x

Return an equity. The (monetary) ROE, as it is used for investment decisions, is
a mere mathematical ratio devoid of any significant financiai meaning. Also, it
is applicable only in PIPO and PICO projects, which have a single negative cash
flows a t ti me O an d o ne or more revenues respectively ( which one of the cash flows
would be the 'initial outlay' if the first cash flow is positive or if the project consists
of more than one outlay?). It is often misunderstood that the ROE used in capitai
budgeting has nothing to do with the overall ROE derived from accounting: the
latter is a one-period index given by the ratio profit to equity calculated on the
basis of a systemic double-entry picture; the former is a ratio derived from a CF-M
perspective where only differential cash ftows are considered. The same word is
used but a different interpretation is given. The ROE of the systemic approach
is an overall ROE: It refers to the entire wealth of an economie agent, not to
projects. The ROE used by the CF-M approach for evaiuating projects is not a
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real return on equity. The ROE has a univoca! meaning only if it refers to net
worth rather than projects and expresses the same financial meaning of the IRR
just seen above, since they derive from the same equation. Formally,
CF-M approach----+ ROE=

'\"'n
LJ
s=l

a 8 -ao
ao

E )

systemic approach ----+ ROE = IRR := IRRS = ( E~

(1/T)

- l

where we are forced, in the CF-M approach, to assume a 8 >0 for all s>O and where
we generalize the one-period ROE to multiple periods (see section 10).

Net present value. The net present value finance is concerned with refers to a
project whose cash flows are discounted at a rate i* called opportunity cost of
capitai. Also, as previously remarked, it is not able to tell us how fast the capitai
invested increases over time. Further, it expresses cash in present terms only
because of the use of h, which is only one among many other possible financial
laws.
In the systemic approach the only possible net present value is that of the net
worth. This ensures that the NPV rule leads to the same ranking of the IRRS
rule. In fact, the net present value of the net worth is an increasing function of
the final value of net worth, and the latter is an increasing function of the IRRS,
so that our net present value is an increasing function of the IRRS:

if and only if
if and only if

-Eo + E4 l (l

+ i* f > - Eo + E~ l (1 + i*) T.

Jt is also clear that the concept of a present value does not make any sense in
a systemic context, for the opportunity cost of capitai is both uninfluential and
meaningless. Roughly speaking, we could say that we have m> l opportunity
costs of capitai relative to the m businesses the system is structured in. They are
already considered in the calculation of ET. Finally, it is a striking result that
the NPV rule, as it used in the CF-M approach, is subsumed by the systemic
approach as a particular case. If we assume that the investor's financial system is
de-structured, i.e. m= l, we can graphically depict it by writing a single account
in the left-hand si de of the balance sheet (or in the right-hand si de, if its value is
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negative). The generalization m> l accomplished by a systemic outiook does no t
oniy allow for broader applicability but it aiso removes the restrictive hypothesis
of a unique goal pursued by the decision maker making the systemic perspective
a muitiobjective approach. To sum up, we have

CF-M approach-----+ NPV = single-objective concept in present terms
systemic approach -----+ NPV = meaningless concept replaced by Er

Capita!. What is the 'capitai' invested in a project? In the CF-M approach,
it is the outfiow the investor initially pays in order to receive revenues in Iater
periods. Unfortunately, sometimes it is not possibie to find the 'capitai' invested
in a project especially when the cash fiows often alternate in sign. Consequently,
we cannot be sure of a well-specified financiai meaning of a rate of return; the
ROE cannot even be calcuiated if we do not have an initial outiay to be called
the 'capitai' invested.
In the systemic approach, the semantic use of the term 'capitai' is made to
rise to a higher leve] so as to comprehend the sum invested in the project. Now
the capita} invested by the investor is not the capitai related to the project but
the current net worth E 0 , which includes the initiai sum ao in the doubie-entry
picture (Ao=-a 0 ). Note that moving from a CF-M approach to a systemic view
the ambiguity of the term is healed. Referring it to the sum invested in the
project, the concept of capitai invested is often meaningless, since there are many
situations where we cannot find a specific initial outlay to whom there corresponds
a stream of revenues. With a systemic view, the capitai E 0 employed is the very
initial outiay and Er is the only receipt. The rate of return we aim to calculate
in order to appraise the investment is evidently referred to this investment, not
to the project. And by dmwing up the double-entry picture we realize that net
worth is structured in more businesses, each one with a specific rate of return. So
the decision maker has a plurality of opportunity costs of capitai to cope with,
which advices us to adopt a multiobjective view of the problem. In sum, we have
PICO /PIPO projects
CF-M approach = {
.
other proJects

-----+ capitai = ao
-----+capitai= ambiguous concept

systemic approach-----+ capitai= E 0

(net worth)

where the capitai in the first meaning, if it exists, is embodied in the systemic
vie w as a p art of Eo.
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The parlance of finance is then ambiguous and misleading. Its misuse of the
above terms relies on a particuiar graphicai depiction along with a particular linguistic description of the probiem, which affect the way a decision maker cognizes
it. It is striking that some definitions and classifications change meaning when
changing framing, and some others make sense oniy under a particular representation of facts. For example, the class of investments is partitioned in finance in
four subsets: PTPO, PICO, CICO (Continuous Input Continuous Output), CIPO
(Continuous Input Point Output). In the systemic approach PIPO investments
saturate the class of investments:

l IT

f PIPO

investments

fi-----+

turns to

-----+ f II

= PIPO investments f

n := class of investments
On the other hand, the systemic approach finds it usefui to distinguish projects
from investments:

:E := class of projects
In addition, PIPO investments in finance must be necessariiy subdivided in homogeneous and non-homogeneous, whereas they are always homogeneous m a
systemic setting, as the capitai invested is always Eo at time to:

n

l PIPO

J

homogeneous PIPO

il

-----+

turns to

-----+

J

n=

homogeneous PIPO

J

The classification of decision criteria for capitai budgeting makes no more sense in
the new outlook, for the three rules deriving from the ROE, the IRR and the NPV
lead to the same ranking of projects from a profitability point of view. The NPV,
derived from the CF-M approach, is put into systemic terms and loses significance,
the TRR (d eri ve d from the CF-M approach as well) is put int o systemic terms an d
gains significance, the ROE, derived from a systemic perspective but put in CFM terms for capitai budgeting purposes, is brought back to its originai systemic
world, despoiied of its accounting nature and assigned a monetary value, for which
it gains the same meaning of the IRR:
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CF-M pro jects

•

systemic meta-investment

l IRR l :/:: l ROE l l NPV 1-7 turns to -ti IRR l = l ROE l l NPV l
?V

rv

Whereas academics underscore the divergences between finance and accounting,
I have integrated the two in a unified approach, taking from the former the diachronic features of an investment, from the latter the synchronic one, so that we
can see investments as having two sides:

-t synchronic (structure)
F -t diachronic (cash flows)

= accounting
F = Finance

A

A

It is now evident that mathematics applied to economie decision processes, far
from being unambiguous, can give rise to different cognitive realities. The specific
reality one h ves in influences the directions of aline of research, affecting the shape
and the solution of decision problems. Even equations are to be interpreted so as to
make them correspond with the lexicon concepts. They offer usa relation among
mathematical objects to be satisfied as an identity. As long as the objects are
abstract no ambiguity arises, but when the abstract relation is applied to (physical,
chemical, biological, social, cultural and) financial issues, abstraction leaves the
field and interpretation gains ground. When applied to specified decision problem
the solution for y of
CtnY n +an-lY n-1·+ ... aJy+ao= O

can have one or more different meanings or maybe no one at all. Likewise, inequalities entail comparisons between mathematical objects which turn to non-abstract
elements, whence interpretation:

n
Lasys;
s=O
n
LCtsYs;
s=O

Cts := as, s =O, l, ... , n

et 8

n;::::

2)

:=O for a11 s = l, 2, ... , n- 1,
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-t

turns to

-t

ao := -Eo, Ctn := Er, n:= T

which means

/ (ao, a1, ... , an)/

===?

lany

l(ao,aJ, ... ,an)l

71

+ an-1Yn-l + · · · + a1y + ao l-+ turns to--+

===?

/(Eo,EJ, ... En, ... ,Er)l

===?

IEryT +Eol

where y=(l + i)- 1 and T is a fixed terminai horizon. Finally, using mathematics
differently, the systemic approach makes it necessary to change the a priori assumptions about the ends of an economie agent, allowing her to be 'agent' and
not only 'economie'. This entails the need of classifying objectives:

m

===?

lone single objective l-+
turns to --+ [ill ===? l objective l, ... , objective p

l

with pEN.

13 Conclusions
Tt is my opinion that pictures alongside language can have a major role in influencing a line of research. I have showed the case of finance where the pictorial
and linguistic shaping of thought leads to different use of the same terms, thereby
radically changing the a priori assumptions and the methodologies, and removing ambiguities, inconsistencies and self-inconsistencies of the CF-M approach. In
this sense, I claim that pictures and language produce cognitive schemata that
categorize the way we think and the perspectives we take of the reality. Scientific
research does not represent an exception since scientists have and construct cognitive perspectives depending on the pictorial and linguistic framing they adopt,
as well as any other human being. This fact implies a problem of translation
from a level of reality to another, but this very translation often entails a radica]
change in the inner assumptions and hence in the methodologies used to analyse the problem in hand. Such a change uncovers some cognitive illusions arisen
within a whole line of research and we might wonder why these biases can be so
consolidateci as to cause what I think is a fossilization in the development of new
ideas, which are rendered suitable for the biased perspective taken by that line of
research.
In the light of what we have seen, we might then wonder why finance and financial mathematics have adopted a diachronic picture and a very partial cognitive
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interpretation of the phenomenon of investment. There aiso arises the correiated
question why financiai anaiysts and mathematicians maintained that particuiar
picture, once introduced. I think that the frequent and deep iinks of these discipiines with the economie environment has piayed a major roie. Scientists have
been and are affected by practitioners, professionais, managers etc. Sometimes
the iatter provide scientists with probiems already framed in a particuiar way,
so that the latter face it without previousiy trying to re-frame it; sometimes the
probiem is framed by scientists in such a way that the soiution is acceptabie by
practitioners and managers. But there is maybe something more than this.
A piethora of articles has been written in the literature: authors have tried to
circumvent the difficuities given by the IRR finding out conditions ensuring the
uniqueness of the internai rate of return (e.g. Norstrom (1972), Arrow and Lehvari
(1969)); provided postuiates that the IRR itself "shouid be expected to satisfy"
(Promisiow an d Spring, op. ci t.); tried to generalize the concept (e.g. Weingarter
(1966)); deemed the behaviour of the IRR as "cumbersome" (Finnerty, op.cit.,
Dybvig (1983, p. 112)); iooked fora "well-behaved" internai rate of return (Ross,
Spatt and Dybvig (1980), Dybvig, op.cit.); made iucubrations about the implicit
assumption of intermediate cash flows; attacked the IRR ruie for its freakish behavior rather than for the partiai perspective they looked at it; invalidated the
NPV rule only by changing the decision problem under consideration rather than
the perspective 18 or glorified it for its realistic (sic) assumptions and its formai
eiegance; misused the ROE, the only index derived from a systemic perspective,
coactiveiy inserting it in a CF-M perspective and thereby making it a useiess ratio. An entire line of research have been conducted within well-defined borders
without any deviation from the mainstream. So, I think that the connections with
markets and firms can perhaps explain the reason why academics have introduced
a particular perspective, but not the reason why they have maintained it. Cognitive illusions, homage to tradition, proclivity to supinely accept the tenets of their
disciplines, dogmatism and 'taboo reactions' l 9 rather t han rational arguments
are likely to have induced schoiars and academics to maintain the classical view.
Hopefully, recognizing the role of picture and ianguage in the description of a
phenornenon is a little step towards a graduai enrichrnent in the cognitive perception of financial issues. This could iead to a methodological pluralism consisting
18

For example, Smith and Nau, op. ci t., point out t ha t the NPV rule leads to incorrect results
in capitai budgeting and that decision analysis methods and options pricing can better handle
investment decisions. But they are concerned with deferrable investments, not with now-or-never
opportunities. In the latter case, options pricing, decision analysis methods and NPV rule lead
to the same results. On the basis of this coincidence, one could even doubt the reliability of
options pricing and decision analysis techniques!
19
In the sense of Feyerabend (1978, p. 298).
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in an interdisciplinary approach, where 'rationality' is not taken from granted
and various levels of reality along with scientific findings in neurobiology, psychology, cognitive sciences, decision theory, are taken into consideration in whatsoever
decision-making process an individuai is concerned with.
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